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Masculinity, Femininity and Androgyny:

A Methodologica7 and Theoretical Critique

ABSTRACT

The three primary purposes of this investigation are: 1) to apply

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to responses from three instruments

(Bem's BSRI, Comrey's CPS, and the ASRS developed by Antill and his

colleagues) designed to measure masculinity (M) and feMininity (F); 2)

to determine the correlation between M and F on each instrument and to

relate the results to the design of the instrument; and 3) to de5Cribe

a new theoretical model which posits global M and global F to be

multifaceted, higher-order constructs. When CFA was used to define

one M and one F factor from responses to each instrument, the

disattenuated correlations between M and F were +0.58 (13SRI); -.50

(ASRS) and -1;0 (CPS). Thus responses from two instruments supported

the separation of M and F, but differed in the direction of the

correlation for the two traits, while the third provided remarkably

strong support for a bipolar MF continuum. Despite the apparent

inconsistency; the obscrved correlations were explicable in terms of

the design of each instrument. While the two-factor model provided a

reasonable fit for the BSR1; more complicated models were better able

to fit responses to the ASRS and CPS. Results from this investigation

and other research were used to formulate a new theoretical model.
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Masculinity, Femininity and Androgyny:

A Methodological and Theoretical Critique

The state of Masculinity-Femininity (MF) research up to 1973 is

reviewed by Constantinople (1973), and many of the questions raised in

her review are the focus of this investigation; In particular, she

challenged the widely held belief that MF could be defined as a

unidimensionaI, bipolar construct. She found convincing evidence that

MF is multidimensional, and suggested that the apparent bipolarity in

the construct may be a function of the selection and/or construction

of items. Prior to 1973 there was no serious challenge to the

assumption that N and F represented bipolar ends of a single

continuum. The implication of this assumption is that to be more

feminine (masculine) a person must necessarily be less masculine

(feminine). While such an assumption might have been socially

acceptable in the 1960's, it is not acceptable in the 1980's. The

social zeitgeist of the Womens Movement and Constantinople's challenge

of the bipolarity assumption in MF research combined to spawn the

construct of androgyny, and led to a tremendous resurgence of MF

research during the past decade. While debate continues among

androgyny researchers about the definition and measurement of the

androgyny construct, there appears to be a consensus among these

researchers that M and F are distinguishable traits and there appears

to have been little protest from traditional personality theorists who

previously viewed MF as a bipolar construct. Nevertheless,

Constantinople's criticism of MF research was more complicated than

has been incorporated into the theory and measurement of androgyny. In

particular she warned that factor structure underlying M and F may be

complex, and that artifacts in the selection/construction of items to

measure MF may seriously effect the empirical findings;

Masculinity/Femininity: How Many Constructs?

A Single. Bipolar Construct. Traditionally; personality

researchers have hypothesized masculinity (M) and femininity (F) to be

the end-points of a bipolar dimension, and this is how the construct

is represented in many personality inventories (e.g., California

PsycholOgical Inventory; Comrey Personality Scales; Guilford-Zimmerman

Temperament Scale; MMPI, Omnibus Personality Inventory, Strong

Vocational Interest Blank; Terman and Miles Attitude-Interest Analysis

Test). In fact, as recently as 1973, Constantinople indicated that

no measure of M-F has been devised that does not incorporate

bipolarity from the start' (p. 392, 1973). Inherent in thit

theoretical position is the implicit assumption that, within the
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Masculinity and Femininity 2

constraints of reliability, the correlation between M and F approaches

-1.0; bUt this assumption was rarely tested in the construction of

these personality inventories.

Megargee (1972; p. 90-93)i in a summary of the development of the

MF scale on the California Personality Inventory, suggested that the

scale was originally designed to 'differentiate men from women and

sexual deviates from normals" (p. 90). However, further evolvement of

the interpretations based on the scale emphasized a psychological

continuum rather than cvie based on gender, and the focus on sexual

psychopathology was deemphasized. The scale was empirically derived

by taking a large item pool and selecting the items that were most

highly correlated with gender. Gough (1969) reports that point-

biserial correlations between the MF scale and gender range from 0;64

to 0.78 in several large samples. Megargee also reviews other

research that leads him to conclude that the scale "reflects

psychological femininity and not simply sex differences" (p. 93,

1972). Since none of the items in this scale is designated to be M as

opposed to F or vice versa, the assumption of bipolarity cannot be

easily tested. However, the item selection procedure is unlikely to

result in items that reflect primarily the characteristics of one

gender or the other, and so a bipolar construct consistent with the

assumption of the instrument may be reasonable. However,

Constantinople (1973) suggests that the variety of item cluster4

included in the sce:le mean that it is probably multidimensional,

though no factor analyses had been performed. Research and

development of the MF scale on the California Personality Inventory is

typical of many personality inventories (see Constantinople, 1973, for

further discussion).

In an alternative approach, Comrey (1970) developed several

distinguishable item clusters that reflect different components of MF

on a Logical /theoretical basisj and used factor analytic techniques to

revise the scale, and subsequently to demonstrate that scares

representing each cluster contributed to a more general MF factor.

Each item cluster is labeled to represent the masculine end of the

continuum (e.g., No Romantic Love, Tolerance of Vulgarity) and

contains two items that define the M end of the bipolar continuum and

two that define the F end. However, in the actual factor analyses,

responses to all the items in each cluster are summed to form a single

score that represents the cluster. Consequently, such analyses are

incapable of identifying separate M and F scales, though it is

_possible to test this assumption in an analysis of responses to
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individual items rather than item-cluster scores; Nevertheless; the

construction Of items is such that M and F items are logically opposed

(e.g.i "It would be hard to make me cry" is a masculine item; while "I

am easily moved to tears" is a feminine item) so that a high negative

correlation consistent with the assumption of a bipolar scale is

likely. Comrey (1970) also reports that the MF scale on the Comrey

Personality Scales (CPS) correlated about 0.60 with gender.

In both the CPI and the CPS, as well as many other personality

inventories, the MF scale is hypothesized to represent a b_polar

psyc!eblogical construct that is substantially correlated with gender;

Whereas the CPI uses males and females as criterion groups to select

items the CPS defines separate item clusters on a legicalitheoretical

basis and demonstrates that these combine to form a MF scale. The

selection and design of items for both instruments is likely to result

in bipolar scales that are consistent with their theoretical baSis,

and this assumption is easily tested with responses to the CPS

although not with the CPI.

Two Distineu-eseab-Le Censtructs:Androgyny. More recently;

Constantinople (1973)i Bem (1974)i Spence Helmreich and Stapp (1978);

and others have questioned the assumption that M and F represent a

bipelar continuum. They argue that it is logically possible for a

person of either gender to be bath masculine and femininei and the

existence of both in the same person has been labeled androgyny. The

key assumptions of Bem's 1974 theoretical description of androgyny are

that M and F are orthogonal dimensionsi and that indiVidUalS high on

both are mentally healthier and socially more effective. In a summary
_

of the development of this construct$ Baumrind (1982) states that: As

defined by Bem, by Spencei and by their colleaguesi androgynes are

individuals whoo co a greater extent than is customarily the casei

profess a self- concept that incorporates attributes considered to be

socially desirable in men as well as those considered to be socially

det.irable in women" (p. 46) and that "androgynesi by comparison to

sex-typed individualsi are more effective persons' (p. 44); The most

Widely used instruments to infer androgyny are the Bem Sex Role

Inventory (BSRI) and the Personal Attributes Questionnaire (PAQ);

thOUgh bOth of these instruments have recently been revised.

The BSRI and PAQ were constructed according to somewhat different

rationales, and their authors also make theoretical distinctions such

as differences in the generality of the M and F constee=ts as inferred

by the two instruments. Neverthelessi both the BSRI and the PAQ make

inferences about M and F on the basis of socially desirable
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Masculinity and Femininity 4

characteristitS, both result in distinguishable M and F scales, and

PAQ scores are highly correlated with BSRI scores. Lemke (1982)

reported BSRI/PAQ correlations of 0.78 and 0.86 fur H and F scald,

and in a comparison of the revised versions of each instruement,

LebinSki, Tellegen and Butcher (1983) coneluded that that the ehdet

BSRI and the EPAO were found to be empieieally interchangable' (p.

'428). Thue, while the empirical biees and theoretical rationales for

the BSRI and the PAQ differ somewhat, the two instruments apparently

Measure similar constructs;

Androgyny researchers disagree on precisely how androgyny should

be defined and measured, but they all agree that M and F Feflect two

distinguishable traits and not a bipolar construct; Two feems of

support are particularly relevant; First, the ceerelation between M

and F scales must differ significantly from -1;00 in a practical as

well as a statistical sense; Bem (1974) argues that the two

components are uncorrelated, and research with both the DSRI and PAQ

has shown the N and F scales to be somewhat positiee±e correlated (Lee

& Scheurer, 1983, Lubinski, Tellegen & Butcher, 1963; Nicholson &

Ahtill, 1981; also see Spence, Helmreich & Holahan, 1979). Thes,

support for this first test appears to be strong. Second; it must be

deMenttrated that both M and F contribute uniquely to the prediction

of appropriate criterion measures. Support for the first test is the

fe us of the present investigation and is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for the second test; The most frequently studied

criterion for the second test has been the predicted positive

relationship betWeeh androgyny and measures of self-esteem nr social

well-being. While measures of androgyny that eeflett bOth high-F arid

high-M scores are positively correlated with esteem-related measures,

most of the predictable variance can be accounted for by the M Score

alone (e.g., ?UAW & Cunningham, #979; 1980; Ho & Zemaitie, 1980;

Lemke, 1982; Silvern & Ryan, 1979) so that the androgynous sex role

status is more advantageous to females than males (Heilbrun, 1984).

Other research has shown that F scores may contribute positively and

uniquely to some other criterion that are nurturant, affiliative or-

empathetic in nature (e.g., Bem, 1975; 1977; Lee & Scheurer, 1983).

Wevet-theiessi support for the unique positive contribution of

femininity to the prediction of esteem-like measures which play a

central role in Bem's anurogyny theory is weak.

Pas-i-t-i-ve and Negat-i-ve Attributes of M and F. The BSRI and the PAO

priftarily consider only socially desirable attributes, and this may

constitute an important weakness. For example, a 'true' negative
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Masculinity and Femininity 5

correlation between M and F may be masked by a method effect in

responses to the socially deSirable items (8aumrind, 1982; Kelly,

CaUdill & Hathorn, 1977; Kelly & Worrell; 1977; PedhaUzer and

Tetenbaum, 1979). Atterding such a method-effect hypothesis; responses

to two Sets of socially desirable items will be positively correlated

in a way that reflettt a response bias, and will cancel out at least

some of the negative correlation that Might otherwise be apparent. The

operation of such a method-effect is also likely to affect

correlations between M and F scores and Self-esteem measures, since

self-esteem is typically inferred by the endorsement of positively

valued items and the nonendorsement of negatively valued items.

Spence; HelMreith & Holahan (1979), basing their arguments on

intuitive and theoretical perspectives, alSo contend that many M and F

CharatterittitS are socially unAesirable; but may still have important

consequences.

In response to this potential weakness; Spence, Helmreich and

Holahan (1979) expanded the original PAQ to inclUde comparable M and F

scales defined by socially undesirable characteristics (the new form

is called EPAQ), and Antill, Cunningham, Russell and Thompson (1981)

deVelbped the AkiStralian Sex-Role Scale (ASRS) to specifically measure

M and F with positively valued characteriStiCS (MP & FP) and with

negatively valued characteristics (MN & FN); Consistent with the

method-effect proposal, both groups +band that the correlation between

M and F was most positive for MP and FP 5cales and negative when

based upon correlatiOnS of MP & FN, and MN k FP stales= Spence,

Helmreich and Holahan (1979) also demonstrated that the correlations

between the EPAQ scales and telf-eSteem, thtiugh reasonably consistent

across sexes; varies dramatically with the Scale; correlations are

high-positive, low-poSitiVe, near -zero, And low-negative for MP; FP,

MN and FN scales respectively. A similar pattern was also observed

with the ASRS scaleS (RUSSell & AntiI1, 1984); This pattern of

correlations suggests that the endorsement Of positively and

negatiVely ialued items on MF scales contributes to the prediction of

self - esteem; independent of whether an item represents M or F. While

not the primary focus of the present investigation, it is important to

note that most research correlating M and F to self-esteem have relied

upon ill-defihod; global measures of self-concept; and the use of such

measures has recently been challenged in self-concept research (e.g.,

Shavelson, Hubner & Stanton; 1976; Marsh & Shavelson; 1984).

The Mult-i-di-mens-i-onal- Faettin Structure of- Ahtli-O49-ni Instruments.

Researchers tend to treat M and F scales as if they measure
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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either one unidimensional, bipolar scale, or two distinguishable

unidimensional scales representing M and F. The recent extension of

the MF scales designed to infer androgyny to include socially

undesirable cha-acteristics will further cumplieate this issue, as it

is doubtful whether either the MP and MN scales; or the FP and FN

scales, combine to form two single dimensions. Furthermore, Spence and

Helmrelch (1979; 1981; Spence, 1983) have argued most strongly that

none of the scales in PAR, EPAGJ or BSRI, measure global self-images

of M or F. Instead* they argue that the F scales measure primarily

expressive and communal traits, while the M scales measure

instrumental traits. Similarly, the original version of the BSRI

contained the items 'Masculine° and 'Feminine", and several

researchers (e.g.) Feather, 197R; Gaudreau, 1977; Pedhauzer &

Tetenbaum;.'1979) have found that these two items form a separate scale

that is clearly bipolar and distinguishable from characteristics

measured by the other items. Exploratory factor analyses of responses

to various androgyny instruments typically result in a complicated

pattern of content-specific .actors, and only some these can be

unambiguously identified as masculine or feminine (Antill & Russell,

1980; Feather; 1978; Hong, Kavanagh P Tippett, 1983; Myers, 1982;

Pedhauzer & Tetenbaum, 1979; also see Myers & Gonda, 1982). These

findings offer further support +or the Spence-Helmreich contention

that global F and global M are each multidimensional constructs that

cannot be adequately described as single* unidimensional factors, and

ethd the earlier conclusions expressed by Constantinople (1973).

Different approaches have been employed to deal with the apparent

multidimensionality of M and F. Rem (1979) claims that 'culture has

arbitrarily clustered together heterog.eneous collections of attributes

into two categories prescribed as more desirable for one sex or the

other' (p. 1049)) and that the purpose of trie BSRT is to determine how

individuals seif-endorese these clusters. Thus, hor position is

consistent with the multidimensionality of globs! M and global F, but

she prefers to use a conglomerate of items to reflect this

multidimensionality rather than to hypothesize and measure separate

components of the global constructs. Other M and F measures have alss

used atheoretical, empirical procedures for differentiating between M

and F that may be consistent with the Rem perspective (e.g., the CPI

and ASRS). Spence has intentionally limited consideration to specific

components of M and F, and she argues that M and F as measured by PAQ

are not global measures: COmrey (1970) has taken yet another

perspective in defining five specific traits that define M and F on a
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logtcalftheoretical basis, and demonstrating that these combine to

form a more general MF scale.

The Use of Confirmatory Fac -t -e -r Asa4ysi-s.

Factor analytic studies in MF research have typically employed

exploratory rather than confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). In

exploratory factor analysis the researcher is unable to define a

particular factor structure beyond determining the number of factors

to be rotated, and perhaps the degree of obliqueness in the rotated

factors. Since the exploratory factor analysis model is not

identified, the any particular solution is not unique and it is

possible to obtain alternative solutions that fit the data as well.

When the factor solution does not closely resemble the hypothesized

structure, there is no way of determining the extent to which the

hypothesized structure would fit the data. In CFA the researcher

defines the specific factor structure to be tested, and is able to

test its ability to fit the data in an absolute, statistical sense,

and also in comparison with alternative models (see Joreskogi '980;

ioreskog & Sorbom, 1981; Long, 1983; Marsh & Hocevar, 1983, 1984a)

1984b; 1984c; in press). Consequently, CFA is a much stronger

analytic tool for examining the factor structure underlying a set of

measured variables, and the advantages of this procedure are

particularly important to the examination of issues in MF research.

A primary purpose of this investigation is to employ CFA in the

examination of factor structures designed to explain responses to

three instruments that employ different approaches to the measurement

of M and F; the PSRI, the ASRS, and the Comrey CPS. Alternative

models describing a single MF dimension, and separate M and F factors

are examined for each of the three instruments. Models positing

sepe7ate factors base(' on positively and negatively valued

characteristics (for the ASRS), and separate factors based an content-

specific dimensions related to M and F (for the CPS) are also

examined. In addition, the correlation of scales based on the best

solution with criterion measures from two of the studies are explored.

STUDY 1: N and F i-Ath the ASRS

Method;

Sample. Study 1 is a reanalysis of data described by Farnill and

Pall (1982a; 1982b), and a more detailed description is presented by

those authors (the authors are indebted to Douglas Farnill and Tan

Pall for provid:ng us with the data). Subjects were 158

undergraduates (79% female) enrolled in a teacher education program in

Australian. In the original study there were two samples, one
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Comprising of 60% females and the other a replication group of 100%

females, but these were combined by Farnhill and Ball. The age range

for the entire group was 17-35 with the majority in the range 17-19.

instruments. As part of the study, all students completed form A

of the Australian Sex-R Stale (ASRS; see Antill, et al., 1981 fur

descriptiOn) and the Janis-Field self-esteem instrument (see Crandall,

iggl for a description and review of this instrument). The ASRS

consists of 50 personality-like characteristics (e.g., logical,

anxious, loves children) and subjectt respond to each on a "1-Never or

almost never true' to "7- Always or almost always true" scale. The

_

items are classified as M (20 items), F (20 items), or N (10 items)

with half the items within each group being positively valued (i.e.,

socially desirable) and half negatively valued; The Janis-Field scale

was originally designed to measure feelings of inadequacy and contains

70 items related to social self-esteem (Crandall; 1973), half of which

are negatively worded; Crandall also reports reliability estimates in

the 0.80's, and moderate convergence with other esteem measures.

Statistical Analysis. All analyses presented here are based on

5? x 5? correlation matrix representing the 50 ASRS items, gender,

(Male = 1, female = 2); and self-esteem. in the firGt set of analyses,

confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) were performed with the LISRFL V

program (3oreskog Sorbom, 1981) on responses to the 40 ASRS items

representing M and F. With LISREL V the researcher is able to define

alternative factor models designed to test different hypotheses, innd

to compare the ability of competing models to fit the original data.

The LISREL V program, after testing for identifitatiOn, attempts to

minimize a maximum likelihood function that is based an differences

between the original and the reproduced correlation matrices, and

provides an overall chi-square goodness-of-fit test.

The evaluation of how well a hypothesized structure is able to

fit Obterved data represents an important, unresolved issue in the

application of CFA. In contrast to traditional significance testing,

the '- esearcher often seeks a nonsignificant chi-square that inditatet

that the hypothesized model +its the data. Since this like trying to

prove a null hypothesis of no differences between predicted and

obtained values, the observed chi-square is typically statistically

Significant and alternative indications of goodness-of-fit are

normally employed. The most commonly used is the ratio of the chi-

tquare to the degrees-of-freedom. However, perhaps as a consequence

of this indicator's dependence on sample size; researchers have

disagreed as to an acceptable ratio, some arguing +dr ratios as low as
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2; and others for ratios as high as 5 as indicative of a good fit.

Other indices that are not a function of sample size have alati been

developed. JdreSkog & Sorbom (1981) described two Such measures: the

root mean square residual (RMSR) that is based on differences betWeen

the original and reproduced correlation matriceS; and the goodness of

fit index (GFI) that is "a measure of the relative amount of variances

and covariahteS jointly accounted for by the model" (p. I;41); The

Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; see Bentler & Bonett, 1980) scales the

obserVed thi-qquat-e along a 0-to-1 scale where 0 represents a null

fit; normally one where the reproduced correlation matrix IS diagonal,

and 1.0 represents an ideal fit. Marsh and Hocevar (1984a, 1984b;

also see Fornell; 1982) argue for the examination of parameter

estimates in the hypothesized structure and +-Or the comparison of the

goodness-of-fit indicators for the hypothesized model with those from

a Variety of alternative models. Each of ttieSe alternative indications

of fit is employed in examining the alternative models.

Ih the first analysis; a four-factor scilUtion consistent with

the design of the model was hypothesized, consisting of NP, MN, FP;

and FN fattert; In subsequent analyses; goodnetS-Of-fit indicators

for various threefacter, two-factor; and one-factor solutions were

compared with the four-factor solution. In the second stage of the

analyses; six ASRS Scale-scores were determined by summing responses

to the six groups of items; including the neutral /positive (NP) and

neutral/negative (NN) items; Correlations among the SCaleS and

coefficient alpha estimates of the reliability of each scale (Hull &

Nie; 1981) were determined; and the scale-scores were correlated with

the Janis-Filed total score and with gender;

Results and Discussion.

Confirmatory Factor Ana-lysis (CFA). In CFA, alternative models

are specified by fixing or constraining elements in three Matrices

that are conceptually similar to matrices resulting from exploratory

factor analygi; These are

1) LAMBDA Y, a matrix of factor loadings;

2) PSI, a factor- correlation matrix which repreSehtS the
relationships among the factors; and

3) THETA EPSILON; a diagonal_matrix of error/Uniqueness terms
that are conceptually similar_to one minus the communality
estimates in common factor analysis;

The results of the four-factor model (see Table 1) illustrate the

pattern of parameters to be estimated in these three matrices. All

coefficients with a value of "0" or "1" are fixed (i;0;;

predetermined) and not estimated as part of the analysis, while Other-
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parameters are free and are estimated by the LISREL program; For this

model 40 measured variables, the ASRS items, are used to define four

factors corresponding to MP, MN, FP and FN factors; The free

parameters consist of 40 +actor loadings in LAMBDA Y, the 6

correlations among the four factors in PSI, and the 40

error/uniquenesses in THETA. This pattern is very restrictive in that

it allows each variable to load on one and only one factor, and

represents an ideal of simple structure.

Insert Tables 1 & 2 About Her

The parameter estimates (Table 1) for the four-factor solution,

Model 1, indicate that the four factors are well defined in that the

items designed tti define each scale all load in the same direction,

and all but one of the loadings is statistically significant; The

goodness-of-fit 'rldices (see Model 1 in Table 2) indicate that the

model provides a reasonable description of the data; The chi-

square/df ratio is less than 2 which provides strong support for Model

1, and the other indicators also suggest a reasonable fit; Inspection

Of the factor correlations in PSI (Table 1) is particularly important

for this study; The MP factor is highly correlated with MN (0.87) and

FN (-0.77), while the FP scale is less correlated with the other three

factors; This suggests the possibility of a total M scale that

incorporates MP and MN, or even a bipolar MF scale that incorporates

the MP, MN, and FN factors. These hypotheses are tested with

alternative models.

Model 2 proposes an a, posteriori, three-factor solution where the

factors are M (comprised of MP and MN items), FN, and FP. While Model

2 does a reasonable jab of explaining the data, its fit to the data is

significantly poorer than that of Model 1. The difference in chi-

square values (58) relative to the difference in df (3) is large

whether judged in terms of statistical significance, or subjective

indicators of goodness-of-fit, and this model is rejected.

A variety of different two- factor solutions are tested in Models

3 - 6. The a priori Models 3 and 4 hypothesize global M and global F

factors (Model 3), or positive and negative item factors (Model 4).

In Model 3 the correlation between the M and F factors is substantial

and negative (-0;50, with a standard error of 0.07), bUt it

sufficiently different from -1.0 that these components cannot be

justifiably collapsed into a single bipolar scale. In Model 4 the

positive and negative item factors are so highly corrvlated (0.97)

that the two factors could be collapsed and this model does no better

than the one-factor model (Model 7) discussed below. Additional a
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posteriori, two-factor models, Models 5 and 6, were prompted by

inspection of the correlations among the factors in Model 1. In the

two-factor model that fits best (Model 6), a bipolar M-F factor is

defined by the MP, MN and FN items, while the FP items define a

separate factor. Nevertheless, the goodness-of-fit for each of these

two-factor models is substantially poorer than that of Model 1 or even

of Mddel 2, and so each of them is also rejected.

Model 7 proposes a single MF factor, but it also does

substantially poorer than Model 1 and is also rejected. Model 8, the

null model, proposes 40 uncorrelated factors corresponding to each

the measured variables, and such a model is used to define the lower

bound (i.e., the zero value) for the TLI index here and in studies 2

and 3 as well.

In summary, these analyses indicate that the four-factor solution

consistent with the design of the ASRS best describes responses to the

M and F items. The inability of models proposing bipolar traits to

explain the data provides support for the androgyny construct.

However; consistent with a bipolar hypothesis, at least the direction

of the correlation between M and F factors is negative (Model 3).

Consistent with the rationale for the instruments, these findings also

demonstrate that responses to positive and negative masculine items,

and particularly to positive and negative feminine items, cannot be

subsummed to form total M and F scales.

ReIat-i-ons-h-i-o To Self--Esteem and Gender. Correlations among the

six ASRS scores; including the scales comprising responses to MP) MF,

FP, FN, Neutral Positive (NP), and Neutral Negative (NN) items; self-

esteem, and gender appear in Table 3. Since the coefficient alphas

for the ASRS scales vary substantially, particularly for the neutral

scales that are based on only half as many items, correlations

corrected for attenuation appear above the main dia9onal (the

disattenuated correlations are also conceptually more similar to

correlations in PSI in Table 1). Self-esteem; based on attenuated or

disattenuated correlations, is substantially correlated with the MP

(positively) and FN (negatively) scales. Also; self-esteem tends to

be more highly correlated with positive-item scales than with

negative-item scales. The overall pattern of correlations suggests

that self-endorsing masculine and positive items is positively

correlated with self-esteem, while self-endorsing feminine and

negative items is negatively correlated with self-esteem. Consistent

with this suggestion, a stepwise multiple regression indicated that

the MP and FN each contributed significantly to the prediction of
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self-esteem0 but none of the other scales did so. These findings are

also generally consistent with those obtained by Spence, Helmreich

Holahan (1979) with the EPAO, and by Russel' and Antill (1984) in

another study based on the ASRS.

Insert Table 3 About Here

The correlations between gender and the six ASRS are surprisingly

small. MN is significantly correlated with gender, and the direction

of this correlation is in the expected direction. However, NN is the

only other scale that is significantly correlated with gender. This

genera! lack of correlation between the ASRS scales and gender

strongly supports the Spence contention that the psychological

constructs which researchers label as M and F must be clearly

distinguiShed from gender, and perhaps that different labels should be

used to describe the psychological constructs. However, the

relatively small number of males included in this study and the

unknown representativeness of the sample dictate that these

correlations with gender be interpreted cautiously;

STUDY 2: M and F Using a Mod-i-f-i-e4 BSRT

Methods.

The Sample and the Data. Data for study 2 come from a study

designed to explore the relationship between androgyny and

occupational choices for adolescent girls (see Myers, 1982, for more

detail); Subjects are Year-8 (n=146) and Year-I0 (n=123) adolescent

girls from two single-sex high schools in a predominantly middle class

region of metropolitan Sydney, Australia; Approximately one-third' of

the subjects come of diverse ethnic backgrounds as is typical in

inner-city Australian schools. Materials were administered in late

October, near the end of the Australian school year. This is

particularly relevant for Year-10 students, since this is the

traditional 'school leaving" age for students in this state; Most

students complete schooling through Year-10 at which time a School

Certificate is awarded. Until recently throughout the state less than

one-third of Year IC) students returned to complete Years 11 and 12,

and many of these tended to be more academically oriented and to have

aspirations for higher education. The finding from this data collected

in late 1981 of an intention to return to school of 64% of the Year-I0

students probably reflects the recent tendency for higher retention

rates as a response to high youth unemployment especially for girls.

The Bem Sex RoTe Tnventb-ry (BSRI). The original BSRI was modified

for this study because certain items in the original version were

found to be beyond the vocabulary range for this age-group and also to
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fUlfill demands of the NSW State Department of Education who had to

approve the materialt before they were administered. The original

BSRI consisted of 20 MP items, 20 FP items, 10 NP items, and 10 NN

itemsi but these were represented by_14,_14, 8 and -6_ items
respectively in the present study (the item numbers in Table 4

identify the Original BSRI items used). The seven-point response scale

used on the BSRI was alsd thOrtened to five categories (Never or

alMtitt never true, Rarely true, Sometimes true, Often true, Always or

almost always true).

,lob Aspiration /Expectation Scalas Subjects were presented with

a list of jobs and were told that this covered a wide range of jobs

that might be available to you at the end of Year 10." Subjects were

asked to indicate jobs that were the "type of job they preferred' (job

aspiration) and the "type of job they would settle for" (job

expectation). After completing all the materials, the girls then

Classified each job as traditional ("those that girls usually went in

far or the kind parentt expect girls to take") or unusual (jobs that

'Wit many people would expect girls to consider"). Jobs judged to be

traditional by at leatt 50% of the subjects were classified as

traditional; The proportion of nontraditional jobs that each girl

preferred and the proportiOn that each girl would settle for were

taken to be two measures of the nontraditianality of their job

aspirations and e*pectations; Preferred jobs tended to be somewhat

loss traditional than jobs subjects would settle for (means = 28% vs;

22%), thOUgh responses on the two variables were moderately correlated

(r = 0.54). Year-10 students chose somewhat less traditional jobs in

response to both questions than did Year-8 students. This was

predicted, since Year-8 girls are more likely to conform to sex-role

stereotypes; and since Year-10 girls face the immediacy and reality of

getting a job in a peridd of high unemployment;

Statistical Analysis. In the first set of analyses, CFA models

were defined to explain responses to the 14 MP items and the 14 FP

items from the BSRI (no MN nor FN items appear on the BSRI). A two -

factor model, consisting of M and F factors, was tested across all

subjects; Though not reported here, CFA models in which responses by

Year-8 and by Year-10 students were analyzed separately demonstrated

that the factor solution was reasonably invariant across the two age

groups. In subsequent analyses, four BSRI scales were computed by

summing responses across items in each of the four item groups ti;e;i

MP, FP, NPi NN), and these were correlated with the job aspiration

scores.

Results and Discussion.
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CFA Models. For Model 9 (see Table 4) the 14 MP items and the 14

FP items are hypothesized to define an M and a F factor. These scales

are well defined in that 24 of the 28 items load significantly and

positively, and none of the remaining 4 items Loads significantly in a

negative direction; The goodness-of-fit indicators (Table 5) suggest

that the fit is reasonable. Alto* the two-factor solution repretentS

A significant and

(Model 10). The

see PSI in Table

correlated* they

Certainly not

and F would

correlation

substantial improvement over the one-factor solution

correlation between the M and F factors (r = 0.58;

4) also suggests that while the two factors are

Cannot be subsurimed into a single factor, and

into a bipolar factor where the correlation between M

have to be negative. Consequently, the direction of thid

is theoretically important. The direttibh of this

correlation, while consistent with other research with the BSRI and

alto the PAO, is exactly the opposite to that hypothesized in bipolar

factors and is also, perhaps, inconsistent with the uncorrelated

factors proposed by Bean (1974) .

Insert Tablet 4 & 5 About Here

Correlations Between BSRI Scal es and Job Aspirations;

Correlations between the foilr BSRI scores; including the NP and NN

ttaleS; and the job aspiration variables appear in Table 6 for the

entire sample. The MP and FP scales are less correlated) even after

correcting for attenuation, than in Table 4, but the direction is

still positive and highly significant; However, the MP and FP scales

are each mare highly correlated with the NP scale than with each

other. Thit appears to be consistent with the method-effett propbsaIi

and suggests that the positive correlation between the MP and FP

scales may be dUe to all the items in the MP and FP scalet being

positive (i.e., socially desirable). While the low estimated

reliability of the NN scale makes its interpretation dilbibUt,

correlations between it and the other BSRI scales are also consistent

With this explanation;

Girls who score lower on the MP scale are more likely to prefer

And to be willing to settle for traditional jobs, and thit was

expected. The FP scores are not significantly correlated with either

Of the job aspiration variables. Since Year-10 girls; particularly

those who do not plan to continue their schooling* face an imminent

entry into the job market, the correlations were examined separately

for the two year grbtips; For Year-8 girls, whether or not they plan to

continue schooling beyond Year-10, there is no significant correlation

between any of the BSRI stales and either job aspiration Variable;
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For Year=10 girls, particularly those not planning to continue school

the following year, both job aspiration variables are substantially

and positively correlated with the MP scale, but not with any of the

other BSRI scales. For school leaVert the traditionality of the jobs

they are willing to settle for correlates positively with the MP scale

close to the limits of the reliability of the scale; These findings

demonttrate that M scales, though perhaps not F scales; may have

relevance for occupational choices when the changing structure of

employment makes it critical for girls to consider jobs outside

gender stereotypes.

of

STUDY 3: M and F -the CPS

The CPS is designed to measure eight bipolar dimensions of

personality; one of which is a bipolar MF scale. Each personality

dimension is defined by 5 item clusters, and each cluster contains two

positively and two negatively worded items. Publithed factor analytic

studies of responses to the CPS have always been based on 40 scores

;---representing these item clusters rather than responses to individual

items, and Comrey (1970) providet a strong rationale for this

approach. However, since each of the five MF item clusters is

represented by a sum of M (Called M+ by Comrey) and F (called N- by

Comrey) items, separate M and F factors are not pOSsible; For

purposes of this investigation, CFA was conducted on a correlation

matrix representing the 20 individUal items (the authprs are indebted

to Andrew Comrey for providing them with this correlation matrix). In

exploratory factor analyses of responses to just these 20 items,

Comrey found that a five-factor solution clearly identified the five

item clusters that were designed to define the MF scale for the total

sample considered here, and in separate analyses of responses by males

and females (Comrey, personal communication). The purpose of this

analysis is to employ CFA to compare the goodness-of-fit of a five-

factor solution based on the detigh of the CPS with results from other

models in which separate M and F factors are hypothesized.

method.

Sample and Materials. Data for study 3 come from the original

group used to norm the Comrey Personality Scales (CPS; see Comreyi

1970, p. 14-17 for further discussion). Subjects (362 males, 384

females) were either visitors to a university Open House day, or

university students. On the CPS, the MF scale is defined by f.ve item

clusters labelled to reflect the masculine end of the scale: No fear

of bugs", No Crying', "No romantic love', 'Tolerance of BIOOd", and

'Tolerance of Vulgarity'. Each of the clusters in turn is defined by
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four items, two scored in the M direction and two in the F direction

(the item numbers as they appear in the CPS and the direction of their

scoring appear in Table 9).

Statistical Analysis. The goodness-of-fit for a five-factor

solution was compared with that obtained for a one-factor solution,

and for a two-factor solution in which separate M and F scales are

hypothesized. CFA modelt similar in logic to those employed in

ttUdiet 1 and 2 were used for this purpose. However, implicit in the

design of the CPS and the lbgc of the five-factor solution) is the

assumption that these five factors combine to form a higher-order

factor that reflects a more general MF factor;

LiMitations in the application of exploratory fattbr analysis are

even more critical in the analysis of higher-order factor models.

HOWeVer, recent advances in CFA to the analysis of higher-order factor

structures do not haVe many of these weaknesses (Bentler & Weeks,

1980; Joreskog, 1980; Joreskog Ec Sorbom, 1981; Marsh to Hocevar, 1984a,

1984b; Olson* 1982). The technical details of how these analyses are

performed are beyond the scope of this paper, though the procedure

used here is similar to that described by Marsh and Hocevar (1984a,

1984b, 1984c; footnote 1). The logic of this analysis, is a straight-

forward extension of the analysis of first-order structures described

earlier; The solution based on the design of the CPS hypothesizes

five firtt-Order factors corresponding to the item clusters, and the

correlations among these factors appear in the PSI matrix of factor

correlationt. Itiblitit in the design of this model is the assumption

that these five factors are all positively correlated with each other

aid combine to fOrM a higher-order MF factor. In order to test thit

assumption, a sixth, higher-order fattor is defined by each of the

five first-Order factors, and this factor is hypothesized to account

completely for correlations among the first-order factors; Thus, the

10 ccirrelatiOht among the five first-order factors are explained in

terms of a single, second-Order factor. Conceptually, it is as if the

correlations among the first-order factors were the basis of a second

factor analysis. Since the higher-order factor is merely trying to

explain the correlations among first-order factors in a more

parsimonious way (i.e., one that requires fewer estimated parameters),

even when the higher-order model is able to explain the factor

correlationt, the goodness -of -fit for the higher order model will haVe

a chi-square value that is no better than the corresponding first-

order model. In fact; if the goodness-of-fit indicators for the

higher-order model do not differ substantially from the corresponding
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first-order solution, then

supported;

ResuTts and Discussi-on.

First Order Models

on the design of the CPS (see Table 8)i each of the five factors

nascusiniLy anu reminins4.y Ar

the hierarchical ordering of the factors is

In Model 12, the five-factor solution based

are

well defined in that every factor loads in the hypothesized direction,

is statistically Significant; and is substantial; Model 12 is based

on five bipolar factors, each of which is designed to measure one

component of a more general bipolar MF scale; Inspection of the

these factors

direction, and

factor loadings in Table 8 demonstrates that each of

bipolar in that all H items load positively in the M

Is

all the negative items load negatively in the F direction. The

statistically Significant, positive correlation between each pair of

factors is also consistent with the design of the CPS. The goodness

of -fit indicators (see Table 9) demonstrate that the model does a good

job of explaining the data. While the chi-square and chi-square/df

ratio for Model 10 is somewhat higher than for the best models in

studies 1 and 2, this is due to the substantially larger sample size

employed in study 3. For the goodness-of-fit indicators that are not

based on sample sizes (i.e., TLI, GFI and RMSR), the values are

substantially better than in studies 1 'rd 2.

Insert Tables 8 & 9 About Here

Models 13 and 14 hypothesize a single bipolar MF factor (Model

13) and a two-factor solution in which M and F are Separate but

correlated traits (Model 14). Inspection of the factor loadings for

the single factor in Model 13 clearly demonstrates that it is a

bipolar factOr, but inspection of the fit indices shows that fit of

this model to the data is substantially poorer than that of Model 12.

However, the goodness-of-fit for Model 14 is little better than Model

13 (see Table 9), and also fails to explain the data nearly as well as

Model 12. Furthermore, the estimated correlation between the M and F

factors in Model 14 (r = -1.07) differs from -1.0 by less than three

standard errors. The fact that the correlation is more negative than

-1.0, even if only slightly, means that the solution is improper and

may suggest the inadequacy of the model. The size of the correlation

in Model 14, whether interpreted as not differing substantially from -

1.0 or as indicative of a poor model, coupled with the similarity of

goodness of fit for models 13 and 14i provides strong support for the

bipolarity of the MF factor' consistent with the design of the CPS.

Nevertheiessi neither of these models does nearly as well as the five-

factor solution employed in Model 12, and thus are rejected in this
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analysis;

In the analyses described thus far, one bipolar MF factor

explains the data as well as separate M and F factOrS; but the five

factor solution does better yet. However, Model 12 is also consistent

with the bipolarity assumption in that each of the fiVe factors is

defined by two Mitems that load positively and two F items that load

negatively. In Model 15; a 10-factor solution is proposed; dividing

each of the five factors in Model 12 into separate M and F components.

However; for Model 15 none of the five correlatiOnS between the M and

F components of the same content factor differed substantially from

1.0 (r's of -.99, -.970 1.10 -.930 and -1.0). Altb, the goodness-of-

fit ihditatOrS for Model 15 suggest little improvement over Model 12.

Consequently; the comparison of Models 12 and 150 as does the

comparison of Models 13 and 14, provides strong support for the

bipolarity of the MF construct as measured by responses to the CPS;

Higher -Order Factor Solutio -rte SUPOOrt for Model 12 suggests that

the CPS measures fiVe distinguishable factors that are designed to

reflett the MF construct; and that the MF component in each of th6S6

factors is bipolar. However, the data is not adequately explained by

a single bipolar scale that combineS the five factors into a single MF

factor (Model 13). The question to be examined here is how well the

correlations among the five first-Order factors can be explained by a

single higher-order factor (Model 15). While a detailed presentation

of technical aspects of this analysis are beyond the scope of this

investigation, conceptually the analysis is as if the factor

correlation matrix for Model 12 (PSI in Table 8) was factor analyzed

and a one factor solution was tested. This analytio can also be

illustrated as a path-analysis where the 20 CPS items each reflect one

of the five firtt-order factorsi and where each of the five first-

order factors reflects the higher-Order factor (see Figure 1).

The paraMeter estimates for the higher-Order CFA (see Figure 1),

though not directly comparable with those presented earlier (see

footnote 1); indicate that each of the 20 items loads significantly in

the appropriate direction in defining the first-order factors; and

that each of the first-order factors lbads positively and

significantly in tie definition of the second-order factor. This

pattern of paraweter estimates provides s rang support for the CPS.

Furthermore, the goodness -of -fit indicators for Model 15 are nearly

AS good as those for Model 12. Thit suggests that the relationShipt

among the five first order factors designed to Measure a general MF

construct can adequately be explained by a single; higher-order
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factor, and this provides further support for the design of the CPS.

While a higher-order CFA as illustrated in Figure 1 has not

previously been performed with responses to the CPS, the logic of the

analysis is consistent with exploratory factor analyses described by

Comrey (1970). In CFA the first-order factors are defined by

responses to individual items, and then the correlations among these

first-order factors are used to infer a higher-order +actor. Comrey

takes an unweighted average of individual items that represent our

first-order factors, and infers more general factors on the basis of

correlations among them. Nevertheless, the facilit; Lc, summarize the

goodness of fit and to compare the fit with competing models are

important advantages not possible with canventiohal approaches to

exploratory factor analysis. The conclusions described here are also

consistent with suggestions by Spence, by Pedhauzer, by Antill, by

Constantinople, and perhaps even by Bern; that global F and global M

factors cannot adequately be defined by single; unidimensional

factors; While those researchers may not agree with the particular

factors chosen by Comrey to represent M and F, nor with its bipolar

representation imposed by the use of logically opposed items, the

hierarchical CFA approach is consistent with their arguments;

Overview. Summary and Tmpticaticm

This investigation offers important methodological, conceptual,

and substantive contributions to the growing body of MF research.

Methodologically, this is apparently the first reported application of

CFA in this area, and the advantages of CFA over the exploratory

factor analysis are particularly important in MF research. Also, the
. _

extension of CFA to test the higher-order model in study 3 offers an

analytic tool to test hypotheses about global M and F that have been

suggested by other researchers but have not been tested. Conceptually

and substantively, the investigation provides a demonstration of how

observed correlations between M and F are substantially influenced by

the selection and design of items used to infer the constructs, and

argues for the multidimensionality of global M and F constructs.

In 1973 Constantinople criticized MF research in that a) the

implictly assumed bipolar relationship between M and F was not tested,

b) the implictly assumed unidimensionality of global M and/or global F

was not tested, and c) strategies used to select construct MF

instruments were largely atheoretical and offered a weak basis for

developing and refining theory. MF research during the last decade

has focused almost exclusively on the first point, and the other two

seem to have been largely ignored. However, a review of this research
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and the findings of the present investigation offer further support

for the continued relevance of aII three criticisms (see Myers k

Gonda, 1982* for further discussion).

The Size and D -i- section of MF Correlations.

Researchers in peroonality and androgyny argue for the importance

of M and F as psychological Constructs* though they disagree abbdt

whether M and F should be conceived as a single bipolar construct, two

distiegilithable constructs; or as global* higher-order factor defined

by lower-level factors that reflett tpetieie components of M are) F.

Broad personality inventories have topically defined M and F to

represent a single; bipolar scale, while 4hdt.045);/hy researchers have

proposed M and F to be twe separate* distinguishable traits. ResUltt

of CFAs on responses to three instruments used to measure M and F have

shown the two traits to be somewhat positively correlated (BSRI)*

somewhat negatively correlated (ASPS)* and AlMett perfectly negatively

correlated (CPS). While these findings are remarkably inconsistent

with each other, they are each explicable in terms of the election

and construction of items used in each instrument.

BSRI items represent r imarily socially detirable characteristics

chosen to represent M and F stereotypes. Thus it is likely that a

method effect* such as social desirability, Will increase the apparent

similarity in responses to the M and F scales or the BSRI. le the

'true" relationship between M and F is negative* then the method

effett will act to produce an observed correlation that is less

negative* the actual dieeCtien depending upon the relative strength of

the method effect; When the Pi and F scale is defined by an uneeighted

sum of responses to M and F items and the correlation between M and F

is not corrected for unreliability* the findings here (Table 5) and

elsewhere suegest that the correlation is small and positive; Use of

CFA yields a correlation between the two factors that is also

positive, but somewhat larger (Table 4). This reflects the correction

for attenuation in the CFA analysis, and also perhapt that items that

more strongly eeflett both social desirability an4 M (or F) are likely

to load more highly on the M (or F) factors. Thus, while the size of

the positive correlation may be somewhat surprising, the direction of

the correlation and its proposed explanation are consistent with other

research and the desien of the BSRI (and the PAO).

ASRS items represent half socially detiedble and half socially

undetieable characteristics to represent masculine and feminine

stereotypes. Thus* for total M and total F scores, the influence of

social desirability as a method effect is likely to be nullified.
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Nevertheless; the superiority of the four-factor (MP; MN; FP, FN)

suggests that the influence is still operational. The influence of

this method effect also apparently affects the relationship between

ASPS and se/f-esteem; since scales defined by negatively valued

characteristics are less correlated with self-esteem. Consistent with

the explanation offered abcve; the observed correlatibh between the M

and F factors as eefined by CFA (Model 13) was moderately negative.

The direcion of the correlation is similar to 4indin9e with the same

instrument reported by Ahtill; et al. (1981); and by Hone; et al.

(1983); though correlations on form B of the ihetrueMent appear to be

closer to zero. Even with the ASRS; the selection of items works to

underestimate the "true' correlation in that Ahtill et al; reasoned

that: 'Independence of the resultant scales was also deemed important

so that items that correlated highly with a a scale to Which they had

not beer, allocated were removed. This criterion was applied strictly

tc N+ or M- items correlatine with F+ or F- scales be vice versa." (13;

176).

CPS items were not selected to be either socially desirable or

undesirable; and correlations between scares representing the ite.

clusters used to define the Me are each nearly uncorretated with the

CPS scale called Response Bias that is designed to measure eactally

desirable responses (Comreyi 197e, Table 117. However; CPS items were

specifically selected/constructed tc represent logical opposites, and

thus it is not surprising that the correlation between M and F sceies

it more negative than is observed with either of the other

instruments. Nevertheless, the size of the negative correiatien;

appebeteating -1;0 after correction

high.

for atteneation, was surprisingly

The observed correlation between M and F scales apparently

depends to a considerable extent on the way in which items are

selected or constructed; and so it is difficult to sae what the teo.t.

correlatidh is. If, as eith the CPS; M and F items are logically

opposed (or literal opposites); than the scales are likely to be so

negatively correlated that they can be adequately characterized an

bipolar. If; as with the ASRS, M items are selected that are leatt

correlated with the F scale, and vice versa; then the correlation

between M and F scales is likely to be only v.-tistle negative or to

even approach zero. If; as with the BSRI and PAO; M and F it are

substantially alike on tither, perhaps irrelevant; characteristics such

as Seder' deSieabilityi then the correlation between M and F scales is

likely to be close to zero or positive. The substantial negative
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correlation between self-descriptions of the single items 'Masculine'

and *Feminine' that appeared on the original BSRI, and the moderately

negatively correlation between M and F scales on the ASRS (despite the

selection bias in items to counteract this correlation) provide

evidence that the direc;:ion of the 'true" correlation is negative.

Nevertheless; it seems unlikely that the size of this correlation is

so negative that MF constructs can be adequately explained as opposite

ends of a bipolar continuum unless items are specifically

selected/constructed to be logically or literally opposed.

M and : Multifaceted; Higher-Order Constructs.

The inability of the two-factor, M and F, solution to explain

1esconses to the ASRS and the CPS adds to the mounting evidence

ag,inst the unidimensionality of global F and global M. This lack of

unidimensionaIity was clearly proposed in the Constantinople (1973)

..-eview, but this has been largely ignored in the construction of

subsequent MF measures. Consistent with the theoretical design of the

CPS, M and F can more appropriately be viewed as higher-order

constructs defined by a variety of specific traits; However, unlike

the Com77-ey MF scale, such a hierarchical model does not imply that M

and F must represent a bipolar construct; Instead, separate

hierarchies are likely to exist for M and F constructs, and to result

in two correlated higher-order traits. While the actual value of the

correlation between higher-order M and F factors will depend on the

construction/selection of items, the content of lower-order factors,

and the subject population used in the research, the direction will

probably be negative.

The multifaceted, hierarchical perspective of global M and F is

apparently consistent with the conceptualizations of Beni, Spence, and

their colleagues, even though it is not reflected in the design of the

PAG, the EPAG, the BSRI, and other androgyny instruments. However, a

conceptual model based upon tuts logic could be used to construct new

instruments that are more firmly based on an explicit theoretical

model, and are more amenable to empirical tests. Systematic reviews

of MF research emphaze the lack ol theoretical basis for most of the

measurement instruments employed in this field; As psychological

constructs, M and F are hypothetical constructs whose usefulness must

be demonstrated by investigations of their construct validity; The

determination of whether theoretically consistent and distinct facets

of global M and global F exist, and their content if they do exist,

should be prerequisite to the study of how these facets, or the global

constructs that t%ey represent, are related to other variahlec; In
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recommending such an approach, we, as did Pedhauzer & Tetenbaum

(1979), adamantly reject the atheoretical, empirical approach often

used to develop M and F scales. Instead, an explicit theoretical model

should be the starting point for instrument construction, and

empirical results should be used to support, refute or revise the

instrument and the theory upon which it is based. In applying such an

approach, the first step is to review theoretical and empirical

research to determine the lower-order factors that underlie the global

M and F constructs, and this is the step that has apparently been

neglected in the construction of most ine'ruments. Once the lower-

order factors have been explicitly hypothesized, the construction of

appropriate items to measure these specific factors will be much

easier than when the appropriate constructs have not been adequately

defined. Finally, the empirical testing of the proposed higher-order

structure with CFA will constitute an important part of the

demonstration of the construct validity of interpretations based upon

responses to the proposed instrument. Implicit in this approach is

the edict that theory building and instrument construction are

inexorably intertwined, and that each will suffer if the two are

separated.

One possible representation of a multifaceted, hierarchical model

of global M and global F is illustrated in Figure 2 (see footnote 2).

According to this model, global F and global M are negatively

correlated with each other, and each is defined by specific traits

that have been suggested in previous research. The dotted lines

connecting first-order F factors to the higher-order M factor, and

vice versa, represent the possibility that the same first-order +attar

contributes to both higher-order factors. When this occurs, the

first-order factor is hypothesized to load positively and

substantially on the higher-order factor that it is specifically

designed to measure, and negatively and less substantially on the

other higher-order factor; Gender is also included as one of the

variables to be included in this model in the belief that global M and

F scales should be at least moderately correlated with gender.

Consistent with other research it is proposed that self-descriptions

to the items 'Masculine" and "Feminine' will define a separate,

distinguishable factor, that this factor will be load substantially on

both the global F and global M factors, and that this factor will be

substantially correlated with gender;

It should be emphasized that the number and even the content of
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the first-order factors used to define each global factor in Figure 2;

though reasonable, are merely heurittic for the demonttration of a

multifaceted, hierarchical model of global masculinity and femininity.

Thit theoretical model can be fUrther defined by the set of hypotheses

presented below, which, though reasonable, are also designed to

stimulate research. It would be surprising if subsequent research

does not offer substantial improvements to tans model, and lead to the

revision or outright rejection of some of the propositions. However,

such a systematic interplay between theory and research will lead to a

better understanding of the MF construct: The hypotheses are:

1) The facets that comprise global M and global F are structured and
organized. _Individuals summarize much information -about their own sex
self-concepts with these facets, and relate these facets to one
another.

2) The facets_and their structure reflect a category system adopted by
a particular individual, are influenced by group membership, and are a
function of sex stereotypes that exist in a particular culture at a
given period in time.

3) A similar structure will exist fbr bbth males and females, bUt the
strength of the relationship between higher-order and first-order
factors -are likely_to differ_according_to_gender._ For example, the_
strength of the hierarchy relating specific masculine facets to global
M may be stronger for females than males, and contrawise for specific
feminine facets and global F. This may occur because men are better
able to differentiate amongfacets of masculinity than_womeni and
women are better able to differeniate among facets of femininity than
men.

4) Across -a large representative sample of males and females, the
correlation_between_global__Mhand F will be negative, but the size of
the correlation will vary systematically for adults in different
subpopulations. The correlatibn will be less negative when
educational level and/or SES is high, and in certain occupational
categories and other subgroups where sexual stereotypes are weak;

5) The size of the negative correlatibn betWeen global M and_global F
Will vary systematically with age. The correlation will be most
negative during adolescent years -when sex typing is a typical -

developmental- stage. (tamke, 1982, based -on theoretical work by
Erikson, Kohlberg, and others suggests that the adoptibn of
stereotypic sex stereotypes during adolescence is healthy, whether or
not more androgynous stereotypes are desirable at other ages.)

6) Masculinity and femininity will betbMe increasingly Multifaceted
with age and experience such that: a) the number of specific facets
may increasei_b)_the lower-order factors may become more clearly
defined, or -c) the size correlations among a fixed set of facets may
become smaller,

7) Specific facets of M__and and particularly global M_and global F,
are selfevaluative as well -as self-descriptive; The evaluative
component -is particularly strong during early adolescent years when
individuals are more sensitive to sex role stereotypes and in
subpopulations where conformity to sex role stereotypes is more
pervasive.

8) The set -of first-order facets of M and F will be more predictive
of sex-related criteria and behaviors than will the global factors.
Particularly for adults where the_hierarchical_ordering of the_facets
becomes weaker, psychological masculinity and- femininity cannot be
adequately summarized by global M and glbbal F.

9) Specific facets of M and F will he more highly correlated_with_
specific sex-related_criteria_to_which they are most logically and
theoretically related; more highly correlated to those criteria than
Other first-order factors will be and more highly correlated than the
global scores The_logic_of__this_approach_to construct
validity is related to multitrait- multimethod analyses where validity
is inferred-when-a-construct is-most highly correlated to otner
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less highly correlated with other constructs.

101 Facett of M_and facets of F will each_contribute significantly

and uniquely to the prediction of Sek-related criteria, biit the size

and direction of these effects will vary with the specific criteria.

11) While global M_is apparently
Mbre_highly_corre1ated to global

self-concept than is global -F, -the pattern -of- correlations will be _

more complicated for speci_fit_dimensionS of M, and_self-concept. In

the same -way that_global M and global F do_not adequately_represent

the multidimensionality of_psythdlOgical masculinity_and femininity;

global self- concept does not_adequately represent the
multidimensionality of self-concept.

The Current Status of Andr-malYny.

Ten years after the Ben's first formulation of androgynY theOry,

feW researchers claim that psychological masculinity and femininity

represent bipolar ends of a single continuum, yet debate continues on

the definition of androgyny, its measurement, and its relationship to

external criteria of social effectivenets and competency. We question

neither the utility of the concept of androgyny, nor the existence of

males and females whose self-images are high in both psychologital

masculinity and femininity. The social zeitgest reflected in the

women's movement helped stimulate andrOgyn9 rese:Erch, and the research

has been productive.

The model presented in this paper is based on the need to lbbk at

the unique contributions of bOth global M and global F riot as

unidimensional constructs combining to form sex-role identittet

labelled as androgyny, sex-typed; or undifferentiated, but as two

higher-order factors reflecting a complex of more specific fatets;

Within this model androgyny does not represent a single construct, but

rather a theoretical hypothesis abbUt the relationship betWeen global

M and global F, and their relationship to other constructs such as

self-ctintept and social competenty. In this model, the degree of sex

typing for a particular subpopulation is refletted in the size of the

correlatiOn between global M and global F, and perhaps in the strength

Of the hierarchy connecting specific facets to the higher-order global

constructs. While it may be possible to collapse information frOM the

Multiple facets into one of three or four sex-roie classifications, we

find such a classification as overly simplistic and counter to the

richness and diversity of self-images individuals of both genders

actually have. The denial of such richness seems counter to the aim

of androgyny research to demonstrate that existing sex stereotypes are

too narrOw; too rigidly defined, and too confining. FutUne research

with this model may reflect this richness and diversity;
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FnrITNnTF_
- For purposes of the higher.-nrder model,_the_factor_lnading of one

measured variable for each of the five first-order factors was fied
In he 1;0, and_they_serve_as reference indicators. The farthr
variances ih the PST matriNfi_including the second- orde factor,_ were
then freed and estimated by the UTsPFT program.____Fartnr_loadings for_

secondecond order factor were estimated in the GAMMA that is described
by Joreskog and_Snrhom (1981). The_ formulation of such a model -hie.
higher-order CFA and its rationale is described by Marsh and Horevar
(1004h, 1984C).

The_structure of the multifaceted* hierarchical model, and the
propositions used_to further define the theoretical model
stimulated ih part by the Shavelson_modeq_bf self-concept_ (Shavelson.
Hubner & Stanton, 1976) and research based on the model that is
described by Marsh & Shavelson (1984).
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TABLE 1

CFA of the ASPS: The Four Fartnr Snliatinn (N=19S)

Items &
Stalet

MP1
MP?
MP-3
MP4

MPA
MP7
MPS
MP9

MN1
MN?
MN1
MN4
MN9
MNA
MN?
MNs
MN9
MN16

FP?
FP7
EP4
FP5
FP6
FP7
FPS
FP9_
FPI()

FNI
FN?
FN1
FN4
FNS
FN6
FN7
FNS
FN9
FNln

srales

MP
MN
FP
FN

* p e .09

Fartnr inadings (LAMBDA)

MP MN FP FN

ti .41*
.44*
.6S*

;37*
.4n*
.'57*
.64*
.41*

0
0

0

.47*
-71*

0 .71*

.7?*
o .47*

6 .49*
.41*
.6n*

Ti .7-c*
.i9*
.69*
.28*

0 .28*
O .54*
0 .70*
0 .80*
O ;96*

.9R*

Factor Correlations_(PST)
111P MN FP FN

.R7*

.04
-.77*

1

-.31*
-.-05*

1

.06 1

Frrnrf
uniqueness

(THETA)

90*
.91*
.89*
98*
.S5*
;94*
. 84*
.R7*
.62*
90*

.R1*

.St*
;94*
70*
.86*
.R4*
.67*
. 99*

.61*

7R*
89*
.90*
;98*
. 49*
. 89*
;89*
;76*
.84*

;89*
.96*
.91*
19*
.92*
.71*
.51*
. 77*
. 69*
.67*

NnTF: Parameters with values of 0 and 1 were predetermined

(1.e.i fixed) so that no tests of statistical significanr

are possible. See Table 2 (Model 1) for goodness-of-fit

indiratnrs.
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ausimaries of AlterhatiVe Models' Fit tn
--,

the ASPS Data

? ,, /df __ -

X df rat in TIT (FT RMsP

4 Farrir snlutinn
Mndel_l: MP, MN, FP & FN
(see Table I)

1490 774 1.9R .67 .61 .1n

1-rartnr Snlotinn
Mndel 2: MP/MN, FP & FN 1908 77-, -orlc% .66 .,9-, .11

2-Factor Solutions -
Mndel 7: MP/MN & FP /FN 1779 -719 7.40 .60 .55 .1?

Model 4: MP/FP & MN /FN 1971 719 7.67 .99 .97 .17

Model 9: MP/FN Pe MN/FP 1714 7 79 2.79 .61 .95 .12

Model 6: MP/MN/FN & FP 1706 779 7.11 .61 .96 .17

I-Fartor Solution
Mndel 7: MP/MN/FP/FN 1972 740 2.66 .99 .97 .17

Null Solution=.
Mndel R: 40 unrorrelated 4661 780 9.9R .00 .40 .19

fartors

NnTF: TLI=Tucker-LewiS IndiCator; GFT=Goodness of Fit Inditatbr,

RMSR:=Rtibt Mean Square Residual. Factors defined in the various

solutions are comprised of Combivations of Masculine (M),

FeMinine (F); Positive (P), and NejatiVe (N) items; Thus in the

two-factor solutien "MP/MN & FP/FW, the first factor is defined

by Masculine /Positive and Masculine/Ne9ative items; while the

second is defined by Feminine/Positive and Feminine /Negative items;
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TABLE 3

Correlations Between- ASRS Scalesi_Self-Concept, and Gender _

(coeffitientt above the diagonal are corrected for attenuation)

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

1 Matedline/POsitive (67) 82 -04 -71 64 -02 78 -12

2.Masculine/Negative 99* (78) 36 -28 19 95 16 --36

FeMinihe/PtititiVe -03 -28* (77) 19 47 -01 -07 -n7

4 Feminine/Negative -57* -22* 19* (81) 44 60 -79 =tti

9 Neutral /Positive 42* 11 71* -72* (69) -29 9'1 03

6 Neutral/Negative -01 77* -01 41* -18* (911) -74 -I:

Self - Esteem 52* 28* -0? -64* 36* -20* 06

R Gender (1=male 2=female) -08 -28* -02 -08 -02 -19* 06

* p < .05

Note: Coefficients are presented without deciMal points; Values in

parentheses are coefficient alpha estimates of reliability. The

alphas for the two neutral scales for the ASRS have lower alphas

because they are based on only 5 items; whereas the other four ttalet

are based on 10 items. The average of interitem correlations for the

neutral tcale (0.24) is approximately the same as for the other fddr

scales (0.25). All correlations were corrected for unreliability in

the ASRS scales (bUt not the other variables since alpha estimates

were not available) and these disattenuated correlations appear above

the main diagonal.
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TABLE 4

CFA of Bem Scale: Two-factor Solution
(N=269 high school students)

'actor--Loadings Error/
Items & rAETA1- Uniqueness
Scales MP FP (THETA)

MP1(4) ;90* 0 .79*
MP2(7) .43* 0 .81*
UP1(101 .14* 0 .98*
MP4(i6) .60* 0 .64*
MPS ( ?5) .58* 0 .67*
MP6(41) .47* 0 .78*
MP7(71) .33* 0 .89*
MP8(34) .46* 0 .79*
MP9(78) .33* 0 .89*
MP10(46) -.02 0 .99*
MP11(49) .41* 0 .83*
MPI2(52) .38* 0 .85*
MP13(55) .26* 0 .93*
MP14(98) .53* 0 .72*

EPI(S) 0 .39* .85*
FP2(8) 0 -.06_ .99*
FP3(17) 0 .48* .27*
FP4(23) 0 .53* .72*
FPS (26) 0 .56* .68*
FP6(79) 0 .97* .67*
FP7(35) 0 .60* .65*
FPR(38) 0 .23* .99*
FP9(41)_ 0 .71* .50*
FP10(44) 0 .98* .67*
FP11(50) 0 .09 .99*
FP12(93) 0 .15 .98*
FP17(56) 0 .29* .91*
FP14(99) 0 .59* .69*

Scales

MP

Factor Correlations (PSI)
MP FP

MN .98* 1

4 < .09

NOTE: Parameters with values of 0 and I were predetermined

(i.e.i fixed) and so tests of statistical significance

were not possible. The numbers in parentheses refer to the

the item numbers in Bem (1974).
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TABLE 5

56MMarieS of Alternative Models' Fit to the Bem Scales
2

2 x idf
X df ratio TLI SFT RMSR

2- Factor Solution-
Nadel 9: MP & FP 763 749 7;19 .52 .81 .ns

T--- Factor Solution
Model 10: MP/FP R82 750 2.52 .44 .73 .09

Null Solutions _

Model 11: 28 uncorrelated 1716 .3;78 4.54 .00 .50 ;I7

factors

BERCOPYAVAILABLE
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Correlations Between Bern

Variables

Stales

(1)

TARLF

and

(2)

6

Job Aspiration Measures

(3) (4) (!i) (6)

I Masculine/Positive (71)

2 Feminine /Positive 28* (71)

3 Neutral/Positive 44* 66* (72)

4 Neutral /Negative 23* 06 -07 (33)

5 Preferred Job 22* 02 15* 02

6 nib Settle For 28* 09 07 14* 94* ---

* p .05

Note: Coefficients are presented without decimal points. Values in

parentheses are coefficient alpha estimates of reliability; The

Masculine/Positive and Feminine/Positive scales each contain 14

items;and the average of interitem correlations is 0.16. The

Neutral/Positive and Neutral /Negative scales contain 8 and 6 Items

reSpettivelyi and the average of iteritem correlations are 0.25 and

0.08. The Job Aspiration scales vary between 0 and 1 where 0 indicatet

traditionally female jobs so that the two scales measure the

nontraditionality of jobs the girls prefer and will settle for.
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TABLE 7

Correlations Between Bem Scales and Job
Atpiration Measures For Subgroups

Year _8 Year 10
Leavers Non leavers Leavers Nonleavers
(h=62) (n=75) (n=42) (n=74)

Correlations Between
Preferred Jab and:

Masculine/Positive -;05 -.07 .42* .34*

Feminine/Positive -.13 -.20 .12 ;01

Neutral/Positive -.15 -.07 .16 .10

Neutral/Negative .03 -.11 ;16 .12

Crtr-re4ai-Ons Between
lob Settle For an41-

Masculine/Positive .13 -.12 .67* .41*

Feminine/Positive -;07 -;12 ;20 .17

Neutral/Positive -.09 -.18 .19 .16

Neutral/Negative

p < .05

.18 -.09 ;32 .18

Leavers are those students who indicated that they plan to leave

school at the end of Year 10; the typical school leaving" time in

Australian schools; The Job Aspiration scales measgre the

nontraditionality of jobs the girls prefer and will settle for.
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TABLE 8

CFA cw_cPs uith_Five_Factors_Representing Item_
ClusterS"DieSigned To Measure Masculinity-Femininity

.

Item No
Direction

89(+)
179(+)
44(-_-1_
134(-)

621+)
157(+)
17(-)
to7(-)

Scales

I-

III
TV
V

- Factor Loadings (LAMBDA) _ Error/__
&

I II III IV

.77* 0 0 0

.80* 0 0 C)

-.69* 0 0 o
-.55* 0 n 0

6 =71* 0 0
0 ;91* Q 6
(1 -.84* 0 Q
0 -.62* 0 0

0 6 .75* 0
0 0 .53* 0
0 0 -.78* 0
0 0 -.33* 0

Uniqueness
(THETA)

0 .48*
0 .37*
(1 .51*
n .70*

O

.50*
;17*
. 29*
. 62*

O ;44*
0 ..72*
O .40*
0 .89*

o 0 .89* 0 .21*
O n .86* 0 ;26*
O 0 -.68* 0 .54*
C) Cl -.77* n .97*

o 0 0 .68* .54*
O 0 0 ;67* ;59*
O 0 0 -.74* .46*
O 0 0 -.59* .66*

Factor Correlations (PSI)
I II III IV V

1

.40* 1___
47* .43* 1_
.43* .29* .17* 1___
.40* .35* .27* ;75* 1

* 0 < ;05

NOTF: Parameters with values of 0 and t were predetermined

(i.e., fixed) and so tests of statistical significance

were not possible. Item numbers are those from the CPS, those

marked + being scored to be masculine and those marked

scored to be feiiiinine. The five item clusters are labelled:

No Fear of Bugs, No Crying, No Romantic Love; Tolerance of Bloodi

and Tolerance of Vulgarity;
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TABLE

Summariet of Alternative Models'

five--faictem solution-

9

2
X

Fit_to
2___

x
df

the CPS

ratio

Data

TLI OFT RMSR

Model 12: original item
clusters, see Table 8)

482 160 7.01 .90 .88 .06

Two-factor solution
Model 13: M and F 2968 169 17.56 .40 .58 .12

0-fte-actor solution
Model 14: M F combined 2987 170 17.57 .40 .58 .12

Ten - factor solution
Modl 15: Original item clusters
broken into M F components 390 125 3.12 .89 .87 .05

Higher-Order solution
Model 16: Five first-order
factors & 1 Higher-order factor)

511 165 3.10 .89 .88 .06

Null S.alution
Model 17: 40 uncorrelated
factors

5548 190 29.20 .00

NnTF: TLI=Tucker-Lewis Indicator, OFI=67odness of Fit Indicator,

RMSRRtitit i-loan Square Residual. Factors defined in the various

solutions comprise combinations of items representing the five

items clusters, and each item cluster is made up of half masculine and

half feminine items. In the higher-order solution the five first-

Order factors represent the five item clustert While the higher-order

fattOr is designed to explain the correlations among these factors

with a single, bipolar, masculinity-femininity factut;
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FIGURE 1 Higher-Order Factor Analysis of CPS Data
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Figotre 1

One Possible_Representation of Multifateted,_Higher-Order
Global Masculinity and Global Femininity

GLOBAL MASCULINITY

,/
Masculinity
IIr Femininity

Self-Desc.riplittng

--:! GLOBAL FEN/NINTTY

\* ..\ 7

v y

Masculine Specific Factors

t = Rational,_ quantitative, mathematically oriented
2 = Goal Directed, success/achievement oriented
3 = Aggressive,- dominant, need_to control_
4 = Self - sufficient autonomous, indepenJent
5 = Competitive, assertive
6 = Tough, vulgar, insensitive
7 = Physical, athletically oriented

FeminIne_SpecIfic Factors
8 = Emotional, anxious, cries easily
9 = Dependent, submissive, yielding, passive
10 = Nurturant
II = Traditional,_conventional_
12 = Empathetic, sensitive to interpersonal needs
13 = Romantic, love oriented
14 = Verbally expressive, verbal/language oriented

10 II 12 13
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